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The creation of typologies is a fundamental component of the study of ceramics. Most atention 
has been paid by scholars to the profiles of vessels as this information is the easiest to convey in 
diagrammatic form in archaeological publications. If they are to be meaningful typologies clearly 
also need to take account of other factors including ceramic fabric, manufacturing practices, and 
the addition of surface treatments such as burnishing, incising, moulding, moulding, slips, and glazes. 
The study of potery recovered from Islamic occupation phases in the Middle East, Central Asia, North 
Africa, and the Iberian Peninsula must, of course, pay close atention to questions of surface treatment 
and ornamentation. Al of these regions are marked by a rich diversity of decorated ceramic traditions, 
both unglazed and glazed, from the eighth century onward.
Surveying some of the beter published groups of Islamic decorated potery – such as the sgrafito 
wares and the underglaze-painted stonepaste wares of the Mamluk periods in Egypt and Syria – 
one is struck by the dazzling abundance of compositions employed on bowls, closed vessels, and 
other forms. This huge variety clearly represents a considerable methodological chalenge, one that 
is often further compounded by uncertainties concerning chronology and provenance. A valuable 
contribution to the study of decorative typologies has been made by Robert Mason in his reconstruction 
of the early history of lustre-painted ceramics in the Middle East (Mason 2004. See also Golombek, 
Mason and Bailey 1996). Mason recognized that the complex designs on the interiors of bowls 
(and the simple repeated paterns on the exteriors) can be broken down into smaler components, 
each of which can be drawn and categorized. His reasoning is that these constitute the learned marks 
of individual painters or workshops. These marks are akin to the set of movements performed by 
a poter when making a specific vessel shape repeatedly on a kickwheel. Mason seeks to combine 
his vocabulary of decorative components with a conventional typology of vessel profiles and the 
scientific analysis of ceramic fabrics and glazes.
Mason’s integrated analysis of the physical and visual characteristics of glazed ceramics has 
yielded significant results. At a methodological level one needs to recognize that the formation of 
typologies of simple painted marks or motifs is, to a greater or lesser extent, a mater of subjective 
judgement. In this respect early Islamic relief-moulded ware ofers an interesting opportunity to 
examine the possibilities and pitfals of constructing typologies of ornamental features because the 
principal decorative tool is the (metal) punch. The marks made by such stamps are relatively easy 
to categorize both on the decorative moulds (Fig. 1) and on the finished vessels. Indeed, this process 
of categorizing decorative and epigraphic punches is already commonplace in the study of Roman terra 
sigilata and stamped ornament on Late Antique African red slip ware (e.g. Oswald and Pryce 1966; 
Hayes 1972: 217–83; Hartley and Dickinson 2008–). Substantial numbers of moulds and relief-
moulded shards have been recovered from German and British excavations of the early Abbasid 
industrial site known as Tal Aswad (‘Black Hil’), north of the suburb of Mishlab in the town of 
Raqqa in northeastern Syria (for a map of the main sites, see Miglus 1999: taf. 1). Relief-moulded 
wares were produced in the workshops of Tal Aswad for a relatively limited period (see below), 
and the extensive assemblage from this locality alows for a detailed evaluation of the working 
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practices of the poters.
The analysis of relief-moulded potery from Tal Aswad presented here includes consideration 
of the process of manufacture, the typology and dating of the extant vessels, and an examination 
of the composition of the ornament. The first task in the analysis of the ornament involves the 
identification of the vocabulary of punch designs as they appear on both the moulds and the extant 
shards. The next stage involves looking at how these individual motifs were used, with incised 
lines, to generate repeat paterns and a range of composite motifs. Two questions are particularly 
relevant here: first, do there exist factors which act as constraints upon the ways in which specific 
motifs are spatialy aranged?; and second, what are the recurent structures employed in the formation 
of the larger decorative schemes? This research aims ultimately to construct a ‘grammar’ for the 
decoration on relief-moulded potery. This article presents some initial stages in this larger analytical 
project. A comparison is made with the relief-moulded potery gathered from other sites excavated 
by the Raqqa Ancient Industries Project (led by Professor Julian Henderson of Notingham University, 
UK) and with the published finds from German Archaeological Institute excavations at Tal Aswad 
(Miglus 1999). In the final section the results are placed into the wider context of the development 
of ornament in the early Islamic period. Before embarking upon this analysis it is necessary to 
establish briefly the seting of Tal Aswad within the historical development of Raqqa in the early 
Islamic period.
Tal Aswad the early Abbasid Period
The industrial region on the site known today as Tal Aswad came into being as the result of the 
construction of the new city of al-Rafiqa (‘the Companion’) in the last quarter of the eighth century 
(On the history of the region in the Islamic period, see Heidemann 2003; 2006. For summaries of 
recent archaeological work on the industrial areas, see: Miglus 1999; Henderson 1999; Henderson 
et al. 2005). The impressively fortified city of al-Rafiqa was located approximately 600 m to the 
west of the existing setlement caled Kalinikos. Folowing its incorporation into the new Islamic state 
in 639–40 Kalinikos was renamed al-Raqqa. Prior to the commencement of building work on al-
Rafiqa in 771–72 the area immediately north of Raqqa-Kalinikos was utilized as a cemetery for 
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Figure 1. Mould recovered from a surface deposit at Tal Aswad, Syria (late eighth or early ninth 
century) with drawings of the punch designs.
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the indigenous Christian population, and it appears to have continued this function folowing the 
establishment of the potery workshops. Some fourteen kilns have been located during geophysical 
surveys and excavations by the Raqqa Ancient Industries Project in the vicinity of Tal Aswad (the 
excavated sites are known as TA98/1, TA00/1, TA00/2, and TA01/2, and probably comprise three 
distinct workshops). Additional kilns were discovered further to the east in earlier German 
excavations (Miglus 1999: taf. 5. For a map of the whole site, see Daiber and Becker 2004: map 
3). Tal Aswad formed part of a larger Abbasid period industrial complex comprising a substantial 
glass workshop built on the hypocaust of an earlier bathhouse (at a site further west known today 
as Tal Zujaj) and perhaps also other heavy manufacturing facilities (such as ironworking and brick 
making) in the land between Raqqa-Kalinikos and al-Rafiqa (Tonghini and Henderson 1998; 
Henderson et al. 2005: 141–42).
It seems probable that the potery workshops of Tal Aswad were operated by teams of poters 
brought into the area from other regions (there is no sign of industrial activity on the site prior to 
c.770). Iraqi towns such as Hira may have provided some of the specialized manpower (on the 
ceramics of Hira, see: Talbot Rice 1934: 65–73; Rousset 1994). The main task of the Tal Aswad 
poters was evidently to produce utilitarian unglazed wares – water jugs (wheelthrown and relief-
moulded types), storage vessels, cooking pots, lamps, chamber pots, and drainpipes – needed by 
the inhabitants of al-Rafiqa (built to house a garison of soldiers from Khurasan) and the palaces 
constructed to the north. Excavations of the workshops and their associated refuse areas revealed 
much smaler quantities of glazed potery (often of rather variable quality), probably indicating a 
continued reliance by consumers in Raqqa-Rafiqa upon Basra and the other major ceramic producers 
of Iraq for their decorated glazed wares. The high point of Abbasid Raqqa was during the occupation 
by the caliph Harun al-Rashid (r. 786–809) and his court. For twelve years the city functioned as 
the seat of the caliphate until the departure of Harun al-Rashid for Baghdad in 808.
Raqqa-Rafiqa continued to be an important administrative centre after 808 but the breakdown 
in security in the northern Jazira in the early ninth century appears to have adversely afected Tal 
Aswad. The governor Tahir al-Husayn is known to have constructed a defensive wal at Raqqa-Rafiqa 
in 815 (Heidemann 2003: 37; 2006: 42). Keith Chalis has tentatively identified this feature through 
the analysis of satelite images (Chalis et al. 2004: 146–48, fig.6.4), and if the route he proposes 
is corect then it would mean that Tal Aswad was deliberately left as an extra-mural locality. The latest 
coin from Tal Aswad dates to 210/825–26 (Heidemann in Miglus 1999: 15–16), and it seems probable 
that ceramic production ceased around this time. Further work on the stratigraphy and the finds 
wil be needed to establish the evolution of ceramic manufacture at Tal Aswad, but the basic 
chronological parameters can be defined with reasonable certainty from c.771 to sometime between 
815 and c.826. In later centuries ceramic and glass manufacture shifted further west, first into the 
region between the two cities (which itself took on an urban character and came to be known as 
‘the Burning Raqqa’, al-Raqqa al-Muhtariqa), and in the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries 
within the wals of al-Rafiqa itself (Heidemann 2006: 44–48; Milwright 2005).
The Production of Relief Moulded Wares at Tal Aswad
1. Vessel Typology and Manufacturing Process
The range of vessel types which employ relief-moulded decoration is limited. Jugs/ewers are the 
most common form, folowed by slipper lamps (not discussed in this article), although other rare 
types are also reported. The fragment of a splashed ware bowl was recovered from Tal Zujaj. The 
bevel-cut rim of the bowl conforms to a type seen in Abbasid contexts at Tal Aswad. Prior to the 
application of glaze, the vessel was pressed into a decorative mould, but no atempt was subsequently 
made to smooth over the depressions made on the interior of the bowl. The rarity of this type is 
probably explained by this rather awkward feature of the whole design. Another shard from Tal 
Zujaj is from the neck of a closed vessel with a single handle atached to the lip of the vessel 
(Henderson 1999: fig. 4). The neck is wide and slightly flared in the manner of undecorated ‘egg shel’ 
ware jugs found in Abbasid contexts al over Raqqa. Unlike the jugs from Tal Aswad, the neck of 
the vessel from Tal Zujaj is decorated with relief-moulding (including motifs such as arcades and 
large rosetes not reported at TA00/2 or TA01/2).
The relief-moulded jugs from Tal Aswad al appear to have adopted much the same form. A 
complete profile was reconstructed from shards excavated at TA00/2 (Fig. 2). This profile corelates 
wel with other examples of early Islamic relief-moulded jugs in the National Museum in Damascus 
excavated in Raqqa and elsewhere in Syria (al-‘Ush 1961–62: pls. 1, 11.54, 56, 57; Daiber and Becker 
2004: taf. 68. For references to other published sites in Syria and Iraq, see J. Gonnela in Miglus 
1999: 55). The jug is composed of a globular body standing upon a high, pedestal foot. The globular 
body connects to a tal, cylindrical neck that rises to an angular rim (usualy without any spout to 
faciliate the pouring of liquids). A long handle connects the uppermost part of the neck with the body. 
The top of the handle is fited with a thumbrest, the summit of which may be decorated with a 
simple stamped or incised design. Impressed paterns may also be seen on the remainder of the 
handle. This elabosate shape may have its origins in late Sasanian and early Islamic metalwork.
The manufacture of the relief-moulded jugs was complex (for a general discussion of this topic, 
see Kalsbeek 1991–92). Fortunately the recovery of moulds and discarded vessels around the kilns 
at TA98, TA00/1, TA00/2 and TA01/2 means 
that it is possible to reconstruct many of the 
stages in the overal process (on the relief-
moulded wares from the German excavations 
at Tal Aswad, see: Gonnela in Miglus 1999: 
58–61, 63–75, taf. 77–88). Examination of 
the ceramic fabric of shards from TA00/2 
revealed a considerable degree of consistency 
in the texture, hardness, and mineral inclusions 
of the fired clay. This was a wel prepared and 
finely levigated, porous paste. Much the same 
clay appears to have been used in the 
manufacture of the moulds. The firing colour 
proved to be more variable, ranging from pale 
green, to buf and pink, although this is 
probably the result of changes in the 
atmosphere of the kiln during the firing. A few 
examples from TA00/2 and elsewhere had 
fired dark grey, perhaps indicating that they 
had shatered during firing, later becoming part 
of the rake out from the kiln.
The most important part of the process is 
the manufacture of the globular body because 
this caries the relief-moulded decoration. The 
moulds found at Tal Aswad were wheelthrown 
with thick wals and were approximately 
hemispherical on the interior. The internal 
surface was carefuly smoothed prior to the 
application of the incised and stamped 
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Figure 2. Reconstructed profile of a relief-moulded jug 
produced at TA00/2 (late eighth or early ninth 
century).
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decoration (done when the mould was leather hard). Concentric incised lines were presumably made 
with the mould fixed on a wheel or turning stand, while other incisions were made freehand. The 
remainder of the ornament was achieved using a variety of smal punches, usualy no more than 
5mm in diameter although some larger punches were also detected (see below). In a few cases, it 
seems that moulds were either made from pressing a relief-moulded vessel into the wet clay of the 
mould (i.e. to produce a second-generation design) or by using smal baked clay tablets impressed 
with a design as punches. In both cases the quality of the resulting moulded decoration is coarser 
and much less wel defined than is the case with the first technique.
The body of the jug was made by pressing wet clay into the mould. Analysis of the shards 
indicates that the same repeated finger motion from the base of the mould up to the rim was made 
by craftsmen of the TA00/2 workshop. This contrasts with the shards from TA01/2 which exhibit 
much less care in pressing of the clay into the mould. Once the clay had been pressed into the 
mould the edges were cut with a blade to create a beveled edge. This process was repeated in 
order to create the other half of the body. (No example was detected where moulds with diferent 
designs had been used in the manufacture of the upper and lower halves of the body of a jug.) In 
order to afix the two halves a ribbon of wet clay was placed between the two. The two halves 
were then pressed together, the joint disguised on the exterior with a hand-formed ‘piecrust’ 
decoration. In many examples from TA00/2 the two halves sheared of at the point of junction during 
the firing, perhaps because the clay had been alowed to become too dry before the joint was made 
(this same problem is also seen in the manufacture of moulded slipper lamps). A hole was then be 
made in the top of the body before the addition of the neck (pierced filters are uncommon though 
they are encountered on some contemporary egg shel wares). Both the neck and the foot were turned 
on a wheel before being connected to the body, the junctions being smoothed over and covered 
with a band of simple incised decoration. A handle was then atached with the handmoulded thumbrest 
added as the last element of the design.
It is not clear from the excavated kilns at Tal Aswad whether relief-moulded vessels were fired 
separately from other types of unglazed potery. The absence of glaze drips on the relief-moulded 
wares from TA00/2 indicates that they were probably not stacked in the kiln with glazed potery, 
however. Furthermore, kiln rods and plates were not recovered from around the TA00/2 kilns (even 
though these are common from the later phase of ceramic production represented by the finds from 
Tal Fukhkhar. See Tonghini and Henderson 1998). The variation detected in the fired colour of some 
shards from Tal Aswad is evidence that the upper chamber of the kiln might be subject to shifts 
between oxidizing and reducing atmospheres. For unglazed potery this lack of control was probably 
of litle consequence for the durability of the finished product.
2. Incised and punched Ornament
The decorative schemes of the Abbasid relief-moulded wares from Raqqa rely upon two basic elements 
in the formation of the design, freedrawn lines with a sharp stylus and motifs created through the 
use of punches. The incised lines vary in depth and profile. Commonly, lines are used to subdivide 
the ornamental field into narow concentric bands and wider central friezes, although a few of the 
moulds do not adopt this strategy. Lines might be added to create further subdivisions or to form 
the branches and stems of continuous vinescrol ornaments. No example was identified where an 
incised line passed over or obliterated a stamped motif. This suggests that the linear elements were 
drawn on the moulds prior to the application of the stamped motifs.
Stamped motifs were identified through examination of both the moulds excavated by the Raqqa 
Ancient Industries Project at Tal Aswad (TA98, TA00/1, TA00/2, TA01/2) and other sites (Tal Abu 
‘Ali and Tal Zujaj) and the relief-moulded shards recovered from TA00/2. The definition of the 
stamped motifs found on the moulds is usualy much sharper with details (sometimes only visible 
under magnification) that do not find their way onto the shards. For this reason, it is not always 
possible to ascertain whether a specific motif identified on a mould and on a relief-moulded shard 
were using the same punch. Furthermore, TA00/2 produced no example of a shard from a relief-
moulded vessel which could be corelated with the overal decorative composition found on a surviving 
mould from Tal Aswad. This anomaly may be partly explained if the extant moulds were those 
that broke during firing and thus were never used. What happened to the moulds that were actualy 
used remains unresolved, however. The identification of the designs of individual punches is 
complicated by the formation of simple composite designs from two or three decorative tools. 
Examples of this practice include circular or lozenge frames around other smaler motifs and the 
combination of a doted circle with a three-part leaf. It is not always possible to ascertain whether 
such composite designs were made with one or more punches.
Seventy one separate punch designs were isolated on the moulds excavated by the Raqqa Ancient 
Industries Project (Fig. 3). The moulds from TA00/2 produced twenty five designs (including the 
mould for a handle). The punch designs can be organized into a series of categories: ‘dots and circles’; 
‘dots with punched holes’; ‘trefoils’; ‘elipses’; ‘teardrops’; ‘hearts’; ‘lozenges’; ‘pentagons’; 
‘horseshoes’; ‘leaves’; ‘rosetes’; ‘composite circle motifs’; ‘composite linear motifs’; ‘composite 
lozenge motifs’; ‘miscelaneous’; and ‘large composite motifs’. This subdivision of the corpus of 
stamped motifs into broad categories is, of course, a heuristic device: it is not meant to imply either 
that the craftsmen would have recognized a specific motif as representing a ‘leaf’, a ‘rosete’, or a 
‘teardrop’, or that this subdivision of the motifs into categories meaningfuly reflects anything about 
the actual working practices of poters in Abbasid Raqqa. That said, there are instances where one 
is justified in arguing that a motif can be given a descriptive label according to the function it performs 
in a larger decorative scheme. For instance, the use of a motif in the context of a vinescrol ornament 
would tend to indicate that it was understood to be a representation, however abstracted, of an organic 
element. There is, however, room for considerable ambiguity in the area of representation.
Technicaly, the punched designs fal into two basic groups. The first group, comprising the large 
majority of the corpus, is formed through the use of smal stamps made of metal. The designs are 
deeply impressed into the clay and the detail tends to be sharp. The second (and much smaler) 
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Figure 3. Selection of punch designs found on moulds and shards from Tal Aswad 
(not to scale).
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group is more crude and shalow and was probably formed through the use of clay tablets or by 
pressing an already manufactured relief-moulded vessel into an undecorated mould. These motifs 
are reported from moulds excavated at TA98 and TA01/2. What becomes apparent from an 
examination of the first group of stamped designs on the moulds is that the craftsmen were relying 
upon subtle variations within a smal vocabulary of basic forms. Geometric forms such dots, circles, 
elipses, and lozenges are found in varying degrees of elaboration. Other broadly ‘nonrepresentational’ 
motifs such as trefoils, ‘horseshoes’ and ‘hearts’ are also employed. Vegetal motifs (‘leaves’ and 
‘rosetes’) tend to be highly schematic in character, such that many examples occupy an ambiguous 
teritory between representation and geometric abstraction. Only one unquestionably zoomorphic 
motif was recovered, the bird on a mould from TA00/1. Absent from the Tal Aswad moulds were 
human and epigraphic elements, and only one published shard from the German excavations of the 
site incorporates architectonic forms (Miglus 1999: taf. 75).
The number of stamps employed on a single mould varies considerably. The mould ilustrated 
on figure 1 makes use of only three punches and a sharp point. Notably, the punch employed in 
the narow band at the top is repeated in the compartments and bands established in the remainder 
of the decorated area. The same punches also appear on diferent moulds found at Tal Aswad, 
suggesting that punches circulated among the poters within a given workshop, and perhaps even 
between workshops. These finely detailed punches must have been relatively expensive tools. An 
indication of the potential value of tools comes from the documents of the Cairo Geniza: contracts 
dealing with partnerships sometimes specify that specialized implements needed by a workshop 
constituted part of the shared assets (Goitein 1967: 87, 365). Studies of traditional ceramic 
manufacture in Pakistan also ilustrate that a specialized item such as a friting kiln could be co-owned 
by two potery workshops (Rye and Evans 1976: 94; Raby in Atasoy and Raby 1989: 63).
Eighty three motifs were recovered from the relief-moulded shards of TA00/2 (Fig. 3). As 
with the moulds it is possible to arange these into a series of basic categories: ‘dots and circles’; 
‘dots with punched holes’; ‘triangles’; ‘trefoils’; ‘elipses’; ‘seeds’; ‘teardrops’; ‘hearts’; ‘crosses’; 
‘lozenges’; ‘horseshoes’; ‘leaves’; ‘rosetes’; ‘composite circle motifs’; and ‘large composite motifs’. 
Many of the categories found on the moulds are taken up in the TA00/2 shards, although some are 
absent on the shards including ‘pentagons’, ‘composite linear’, ‘composite lozenge’, and zoomorphic 
motifs (al of which are rare on the extant moulds). Perhaps more teling is the comparison with 
the vocabulary of punched designs on the TA00/2 moulds. Predictably there are numerous points 
of confluence, though some designs are unique to the TA00/2 moulds. The shards from TA00/2 
include a greater range of motifs, including new categories such as the triangle and the cross as 
wel as additional variants upon hearts, leaves, horseshoes, and rosetes. In general, however, the 
typology of motifs folows the general character of the moulds with a strong emphasis upon the 
use of two main groups: highly schematic vegetal forms and geometric abstract forms. Human, 
zoomorphic, epigraphic and architectonic motifs are not found on the TA00/2 shards. Arabic script 
appears on one published relief-moulded bowl excavated in one of the Abbasid palaces north of al-
Rafiqa, but the inscription makes clear that the mould (and presumably the vessel) were manufactured 
in Hira by one Ibrahim al-Nasrani (Gonnela in Miglus 1999: 57–58).
The overwhelming majority of the motifs are symmetrical along one or more axes. In the case 
of leaf designs, this takes the form of strict symmetry across an axis formed by the central vein of 
the leaf. Single axis symmetry can be demonstrated with other categories such as teardrops, triangles, 
trefoils, and hearts. Elipses and lozenges tend to be symmetrical through two perpendicular axes. 
Composite rosetes and composite circle designs may be symetrical through two, three or four axes. 
Single and multiple framing bands are a common feature. The other common area of elaboration 
is the use of tiny decorative marks, usualy dots or hatching with oblique dashes, to fil the framing 
band. It is dificult to account for this additional level of detail on functional grounds because this 
level of detail very seldom registers upon the relief-moulded shards. The fact that so much of the 
fine detail of the punches can be seen on the moulds but fails to register on the actual finished vessels 
is a strong indication that the punches were initialy made for some other purpose. Repoussé metalwork 
or leatherworking are both possibilities in this respect (on the sharing of decorative punches by poters 
and metalworkers in Medieval Europe, see Mortimer 1997).
3. The Compositional Field and Repeated Bands
In the majority of both the moulds and the relief-moulded shards from TA00/2 the compositional 
field is broken up into a series of concentric bands. A broad division is proposed here between the 
narow bands (generaly composed of one motif repeated or simple combinations of motifs) and friezes 
(generaly containing repetitions of one or more complex composite designs). Although this division 
is somewhat artificial, it is clear from an examination of the complete compositions that the narow 
bands are usualy placed above and below the frieze to act as a frame.
A few comments can be ofered about the arangement of the paterns within the narow bands. 
The simplest make use of a single motif. At its most basic the design can be achieved by repeating 
the given motif in a line, along a central axis paralel to the concentric incised lines that frame the 
band. Thus, a line of symmetry is created through the centre of the band. In some cases this is 
varied by: placing the line of motifs in the lower part of the band; tilting the motifs slightly of the 
central axis; aranging the motifs verticaly within the band; or alternating the orientation of motifs. 
Greater complexity could be introduced by the alternation of two or more motifs (often with the motifs 
aranged verticaly and connected to one another by curved lines incised into the mould). The most 
complex designs found in the narow bands take the form of rather abstracted vinescrols (these 
also appear in the main friezes) (Fig. 4). Incised lines were added first with punches being applied 
in the gaps to create designs that are usualy broadly symmetrical along a central axis. While some 
of these ‘vinescrols’ atempt a degree of naturalism through the use of leaf-shaped punches and a 
punch comprised of nine open circles aranged in a triangular formation (in imitation of a bunch 
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Figure 4. ‘Tree’ design and ‘vinescrol’ design from Tal Aswad (not 
to scale).
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of grapes), the designers of the moulds evidently felt free to incorporate other motifs. For instance, 
one ‘vinescrol’ utilized a heart-shaped and a rosete punch, and another uses the same heart-shaped 
punch in an asymmetrical repeat patern with a leaf-shaped punch (Fig. 5).
4. Composite Designs in the Friezes
It is beyond the scope of this article to present a complete examination of the compositional 
arangements of the main friezes but some general comments can be ofered here. Occasionaly 
the entire space is filed with a repeated design employing one or more punches. The field of the 
frieze might be broken down to create narow bands and larger compartments (e.g. Fig. 1) of varying 
shapes and dimensions in a manner not unlike the ‘panel style’ found on underglaze-painted stonepaste 
wares of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Another common approach was to create a large 
designs – typicaly rosetes and tree-like forms – and arange them around the frieze leaving areas 
of undecorated ground between them. Sometimes these composite designs are bordered by incised 
lines. Two composite designs might be alternated within a single frieze.
The composite designs tend to be aranged according to lines of symmetry: the tree forms are 
broadly symmetrical around the vertical axis and the rosetes are organized around two, three or 
four axes (Figs. 4 and 5). The ‘trees’ are usualy relatively simple designs with incised lines 
establishing the central ‘trunk’ and ‘branches’. Two, or sometimes three punches are then applied 
at the ends of the branches and at the top of the ‘trunk’. No atempt is made to suggest a third 
dimension with the entire form adopting the look of a plant pressed into a book. The composite 
rosetes commonly make use of a flower-like punch in the centre with a relatively wide range of 
punches – particularly ‘leaves’, ‘trefoils’, and ‘hearts’ – surounding it in either centrifugal or 
centripetal orientation.
One of the issues noted in the introduction was that constraints must have existed upon the 
creation of repeated bands, composite motifs, and complete compositions. In other words, despite 
the immense number of permutations permited through the combination of, for instance, twenty 
punches within a given workshop, the designers of the moulds relied upon a relatively limited 
vocabulary of composite forms. Constraints may have been imposed by the models drawn from other 
media (such as metalwork) or simply from the long-established design practices of a workshop. 
Patern books do not survive from this early period, though documents of this type are known from 
the fifteenth century and later in diferent regions of the Islamic world. Sometimes workshops seem 
to have held a preference for one or more punch design employing them widely in repeated bands 
and composite motifs. To cite one example: numerous shards from TA00/2 make use of the same 
‘holow heart’ design. This appears in simple repeated bands, vinescrols, and in a range of rosete 
and tree designs (Fig. 5). Given that the vinescrols and the trees are, notionaly at least, derived 
from organic forms one might presume that the ‘holow heart’ was simply a substitute for leaf-shaped 
or fruit-shaped punches. This reading is questioned, however, by the combination of hearts and 
leaves/fruit in a variety of vinescrols, trees, and rosetes.
To conclude this essay I wil make some preliminary remarks about the wider visual context 
for the production of relief-moulded wares in early Abbasid Raqqa. How might the characteristics 
identified in the previous sections contribute to the larger issue of the evolution of Late Antique 
ornamental traditions to the increasingly abstracted and spatialy ambigious modes of early Islamic 
decoration exemplified by the carved and moulded stucco panels recovered from the buildings of ninth-
century Samara (On early developments in Late Sasanian/Islamic stucco, see: Thompson 1976; 
Meinecke 1991. For the carved stucco of Abbasid Raqqa, see Daiber and Becker 2004: taf. 73–79, 
82).
In its use of decorative punches within a ceramic mould the relief-moulded potery of Tal Aswad 
is a descendant of Roman terra sigilata potery. Broad paralels may be suggested with specific punch 
designs – for instance, rosetes, leaves, and geometric forms – but the diferences are as striking as 
the similarities. First, relief-moulded wares from Raqqa are made from porous buf or pink clays 
rather than the hard red pastes of terra sigilata. Second, the moulds of early Islamic wares tend 
to be decorated solely with punches and incisions. They lack the delicately carved detail which is 
a common feature of terra sigilata between the first century BCE and the second century CE. Third, 
representations of humans and other animate life are virtualy absent in the relief-moulded wares 
of Tal Aswad (cf. Oswald and Pryce 1966: pls. XXXII–XXXVI). Finaly, the potery of Raqqa lacks 
the inscriptional content that is common on terra sigilata (particularly stamps carying the maker’s 
name. See Oswald and Pryce 1966: 47–64; Hartley and Dickinson 2008–). The tendency toward 
abstraction seen at Tal Aswad is, however, a feature of the punches employed in some African red 
slip wares of the Late Antique period, although these stamped (rather than moulded) vessels did 
also incorporate representations of human figures and animals (Hayes 1976: figs. 38–57).
The strong connections between potery and metalwork have been recognized in numerous 
academic studies, with metal vessels usualy representing the prototypes for the cheaper medium of 
ceramics (see contributions in Vickers 1986; Tabbaa 1987). The typical profile of the Tal Aswad 
relief-moulded jugs does not find exact paralels in the published metalwork of the late Sasanian 
and early Islamic period, though the complexity of forming a ceramic vessel of this nature does suggest 
that the makers were atempting to imitate a metal form (on links between relief-moulded wares 
and the aesthetics of bejeweling artefacts, see Baer 1989). A survey of Sasanian and early Islamic 
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Figure 5. Repeated paterns and composite designs incorporating the ‘holow heart’ punch (not to scale).
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silver does also provide significant corelations both in specific motifs (particularly the rosetes, hearts, 
and leaves) and in the schematic quality of the vinescrols and other decorative bands (cf. examples 
ilustrated in Pope and Ackerman 1977: VI, pls. 204, 215, 216A, 221, 225A, 232A and B; Grabar 
1967: cat. 17, 20, 24, 35, 40, 41, 51, 52). That said, the bold figural content of most Sasanian 
silver dishes and ewers did not find its way onto the relief-moulded ware made in Raqqa or in any 
of the other known production centres of the Umayyad and Abbasid periods.
More persuasive paralels may perhaps be sought in the smaler corpus of late Sasanian/post 
Sasanian beaten copper aloy vessels produced in Iran and elsewhere in the Middle East. Three 
undated platers, two in the Hermitage and one in the Islamic Art Museum in Berlin (Loukonine 
and Ivanov 2003: 100–101 cat. 89; Pope and Ackerman 1977: VI, pl. 235; Piotrovsky and Vrieze 
Figure 6. A. Drawings of comparative designs from three late Sasanian/early Islamic beaten copper 
aloy platers. After photographs in: Loukanine and Ivanov 2003; Rosen-Ayalon 1989; 
Piotrovsky and Vrieze 2000. B. Drawings of rosete designs from the façade of Mshata, Jordan. 
After Strzygowski 1904: fig. 75.
2000: 156 cat. 110; Rosen-Ayalon 1989: fig.28); ofer an aray of schematic plant forms, debased 
vinescrols, abstract motifs, and repeated ornamental bands (Fig. 6.A). While none of the composite 
or repeated designs ofers an exact paralel for the relief-moulded wares of Tal Aswad, the motifs 
found on these decorated bronzes are perhaps the nearest corelates in their abstracted quality. The 
simplified vinescrol and rosetes also appear as chased ornament on an eighth-century bronze ewer 
and on the bodies of two falcon-shaped aquamaniles, the first undated but probably of the mid eighth 
century and the second by one Sulayman and dated to [1]80/796–97 (Etinghausen and Grabar 1987: 
fig. 47; Loukonine and Ivanov 2003: 96–97, cat. 84; Pietrovsky and Rogers 2004: 80–81, cat. 29, 
30).
The general characteristics of the ornamental modes on the relief-moulded potery of Tal Aswad 
can be located within the changes occuring in the decorative arts during the Late Antique. These 
characteristics include: the debasement of ‘naturalistic’ forms such as vinescrols; the dominance of 
repeated paterns in the overal design; and the increasing tendency toward abstraction. Can one 
identify in the potery of Tal Aswad themes which point toward the widespread rejection of 
‘classicizing’ ornament in the carved and moulded stucco of Samara? A ful answer to this question 
wil only be possible folowing a complete analysis of the design practices of the poters of early 
Abbasid Raqqa, but the examples highlighted in the previous paragraphs ofer some potential avenues. 
First, the vinescrol designs often incorporate both ‘inappropriate’ punch designs such as hearts, and 
also introduce asymmetry with diferent motifs above and below the central axis. An earlier example 
of this asymmetry may be found in the mosaics in the sofits of the octagonal arcade of the Dome 
of the Rock (Nuseibeh and Grabar 1996: pls. on 96, 98, 103, 105). Second, the composite rosetes 
usualy combine together notionaly organic elements with purely abstract shapes. Furthermore, it 
is not uncommon for the leaves and other features to be aranged centripetaly around the central 
rosete punch. This denies the composite design any sense of structural logic. The increasing 
abstraction of rosete designs has been identified in the carved console panels of the Aqsa mosque 
(some of which may date to the Abbasid restoration of the 770s) while the centripetal organization 
of organic components appears in the monumental rosetes (Fig. 6.B) carved onto the façade of the 
unfinished palace of Mshata in Jordan (probably 740s) (Strzygowski 1904, 294, fig. 75; Hilenbrand 
1999: 309–10, fig. 64). Thus, the relief-moulded wares of Raqqa are another example of the shifting 
aesthetics of this formative phase in the evolution of Islamic art.
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